
These learners studied on the kickstart course which is a college course with no 
accredited vocational element (just English and maths) aimed at reintegrating 
students into education. I intended on doing two case studies but after interviewing 
a range of learners in the group I thought it would valuable to share more stories.  

Learner A is studying higher GCSE maths, left school in Year 10 and was home 
schooled. They didn’t sit their exams in Year 11 and dropped out of college last year 
for personal reasons. This year they joined the kickstart course and in November 
they sat the foundation GCSE paper and gained a grade 5 with 92% overall. This year 
they completed their course with a good higher grade.   

This learner enjoyed using Dr Frost and used it a lot for self-study using a laptop. 
They mainly used past papers to practise their skills by writing working out on paper.  

‘I liked showing working out on paper to practice for the exam’ 

As this learner was studying for higher, which often includes some quite lengthy 
workings, they preferred practicing using written methods rather than on the Dr Frost 
whiteboard. 

This learner is very independent and has a natural aptitude for maths. They are able 
to teach themselves topics have learnt a lot of the higher syllabus independently 
over the last 3 years. They liked the fact they could identify their weaker topics from 
classwork and past papers completed on Dr Frost. In their own time they preferred to 
study using past exam papers on Dr Frost and their preferred site for revising topics 
is Maths Genie. 

‘I prefer the videos and worked solutions on Maths Genie’ 

This learner liked that the solutions on Maths Genie were handwritten and could 
follow them much better than a mark scheme. They preferred the videos on Maths 
Genie but still often used Dr Frost videos and made notes while watching. 

‘Teach students how to use it’ 

This learner was asked how he would implement Dr Frost if they were a teacher. 
They stated that they would teach students how to spot and plug their gaps early on 
in the year.  

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

Month Time spent on Dr Frost 

September 44 minutes 

October  5 hours and 18 minutes 

November 1 hour and 25 mins 

December  0 hours 0 minutes 

January 10 hours and 40 minutes 

February 6 hours and 13 minutes 

March 10 hours and 1 minute 

April 2 hours and 36 minutes 



 

  

 



 

Learner B achieved a grade 2 their Year 11 exam. They had a shaky start to their first 
year at Chesterfield college year in terms of attendance and effort, in the November 
resit they gained a grade 2 again.   

After the November exam this learner showed a big improvement in effort, they 
decided to do extra maths in December and their attendance improved. I think after 
being a little overconfident, the November exam was a wake-up call.  

This learner was working a part time job whilst studying and found it hard to balance 
work and college. 

‘Lockdown saved me’ 

When asked if online learning suited them, they said it ‘saved’ them. Not only 
because they were furloughed and had more time to study but because they found 
there were far less distractions at home.  

Learner B liked using Dr Frost for classwork and was able to write their working out 
for each question easily using his touch screen laptop. They really liked being able to 
identify their weaker topics using Dr Frost and, like learner A, preferred maths genie 
because of the rough breakdown of topics by grade.  

‘I have never revised for a maths exam before’ 

When probed further it was clear that this learner didn’t really know how to revise for 
maths. It has made it clear to me that many other learners feel the same. One shown 
how to revise I believe maths became a lot less daunting for them and they revised in 
their own time regularly. In maths GCSE the content is very broad, but spotting gaps 
in knowledge and plugging them felt efficient and gave this learner much more 
direction.  

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Month Time spent on Dr Frost 

September 48 minutes 

October  6 hours and 17 minutes 

November 2 hours and 12 minutes 

December  6 hours and 49 minutes 

January 6 hours and 13 minutes 

February 6 hours and 30 minutes  

March 5 hours and 59 mins 

April 1 hour and 33 minutes 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Learner C was home-schooled last year and has no GCSE qualifications as yet. They 
joined the kickstart course this year and have put a lot of effort into studying maths. 

This learner preferred attending college in person to see their friends but feels they 
worked harder at home because there was less of a distraction. They used a laptop 
or ipad to access Dr Frost and found the set work easy to find and complete but 
showing working out a little tricky. 

‘I am not keen on the Dr Frost videos but like the site for being able to 
answer questions and see feedback’ 

Other learners can feel the same way about the instructional videos on Dr Frost. I 
don’t think this has to do with the quality of videos (I find them perfectly fine for 
brushing up on my A-level skills) but more to do with how our learners learn. They 
often prefer things broken down into individual skills then practicing that skill before 
moving on to the next. 

‘I revised once using Dr Frost’ 

This learner only did maths revision once in their own time but they would do revision 
in class time when learners were directed to individually.  

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Month Time spent on Dr Frost 

September 6 hours and 34 minutes  

October  22 hours and 35 minutes 

November 10 hours and 39 minutes 

December  6 hours and 9 minutes 

January 3 hours and 5 minutes 

February 1 hour and 38 minutes 

March 2 hours and 11 minutes 

April 5 hours and 32 minutes 

 

 



 

 

 



This learner emigrated to the UK in 2020. They had no prior GCSEs but qualifications 
from their previous country of residence. They joined the kickstart course this year. 

When asked how they found the difference studying in the UK they said they liked the 
focus on wellbeing of learners in the college and found it refreshing.  

This learner found there were as many distractions at home as in college so neither 
liked or disliked online learning.  

‘I liked the computer room lesson’ 

This learner preferred to type answers than to draw working out and found working 
out on paper/ the table easier. Some learners liked the novelty of using a computer 
to do maths and especially using the tables to show working and for me to model 
answers using a board pen. When completing Formative assessment 3 on Dr Frost, 
this learner submitted supplementary written work to gain working out marks.   

‘I needed (the direction) to be honest’ 

When asked how this learner revised they said they would refer to my instructional 
video if they forgot how to find gaps and then use Dr Frost videos and questions to 
practice. If they didn’t understand a instructional video they would turn to YouTube 
for an alternative explanation.  

 



 

 

 



Month Time spent on Dr Frost 

September 5 hours and 3 minutes 

October  11 hours and 6 minutes 

November 4 hours and 44 minutes 

December  4 hours and 5 minutes 

January 6 hours and 21 minutes 

February 6 hours and 17 minutes 

March 3 hours and 15 minutes 

April 13 hours and 22 minutes 

 

 



 



 

Learner E dropped out of school in year 11 with no GCSE results and joined college 
for the kickstart course the year after. They described being in bottom sets in 
throughout year school and not really enjoying it.  

‘At the start I had no motivation whatsoever’ 

They had a poor start to the year in college and described having ‘no motivation 
whatsoever’. After some self-reflection they realised they didn’t want to waste a year 
and college would help them achieve a successful career. 

‘The resources support really helped me catch up, progress and achieve’ 

‘An easy way to catch up’  

This learner was playing catch up with Dr Frost activities. Some learners can become 
overwhelmed with too much work set, especially when they fall behind but this 
learner liked that the direction and that everything they had to do was in one place.  

Learner E did not really like online learning in general but found Dr Frost exercises 
easily accessible on their drawing tablet. They liked being able to identify their gaps 
in knowledge later on in the year and used Dr Frost for self-study a lot after 
Christmas. They also won a price for their activity on Dr Frost in February.  

Their preferred method of self-study was Dr Frost, with Maths Genie and GCSE BBC 
Bitesize being their alternative. They really liked the power of knowing their weaker 
topics and being able to choose the amounts of questions to practice on Dr Frost. 
They weren’t too keen on topic tests and chose ‘practicing their skill’ to try questions.  

‘I like the feedback box’ 

Learner E liked being able to type messages to me in the feedback box and then 
being able to respond to my reply or hint.  

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

Month Time spent on Dr Frost

September 1 hour and 18 minutes 

October  2 Hours and 25 minutes 

November 20 minutes 

December  44 minutes 

January 20 hours and 46 minutes 

February 2 hours and 50 minutes 

March 7 hours and 7 minutes 

April 2 Hours and 56 minutes 



 

 


